
Sevenoaks Camera Club
Affiliated to

The Photographic Alliance of Great Britain through The Kent County Photographic Association

Minutes of Committee Meeting 
Wednesday 1st March 2017 : 8pm

Chairmanʼs House 

1.  a.  Apologies for absence : Marcus Rainbow, Barbara Coleyshaw

     b.  Present : Brian Tabor, Susan Wilkinson, Derek Medhurst, Derek Griffin,   
                           Robin Daly, Roy Smart, Lynda Atkinson, 
                           Mike Robinson by invitation.

2. Minutes of the previous meeting on 26th Oct 2016 and matters arising :
a. At the last meeting finding a better way to use name badges was discussed.  It 

was decided that from the start of next season the Membership Secretary will 
bring in a small stock of blank badges.  These can be beside the signing in list 
for new people to use.  We will also have a notice on the signing in table with 
photos of the committee members and a welcoming message.  

    Derek M will be in charge of organising this and Susan has the    
    perspex frame.  This will also be at the exhibition and the Shoreham Heavy 
    Horse Show so needs to be ready by June.  Pictures of the committee 
    members will also go on the website for the beginning of next season.
    (Two new A3 perspex frames bought - 8.3.17 - cost £19.64 - SW)
    
b. Eyelines competition : Susan will think out details and try to get this off the  
    ground - Derek G has given Susan the details of the pictures.  It was suggested 
    that we could have a montage in the difficult long photos at the front of the shop.  
    Susan will talk this over with Neil, the shop owner.
    [Details : pictures 2 x (200 x 600) and 2 x (1830 x 600) / colour or B/W / twice a  
    year / Paul Sanders to judge / twice a year / 7-oaks theme preferred / Ray Ban 
    prize or other to be negotiated.]

         c. Brian will ask for volunteers to help sort out the cupboard.  This could be done 
            during the week.
         d. Derek G is organising the calendar and Graham is arranging the contributions.  
             Derek will talk over the final date for submissions with Graham Usher.
            (SW talked to Graham on 8th.  He is confident that he will have enough images.
         (SW distributed a leaflet about Eyelines and the Calendar at the 13.3.17 meeting.)

3. Committee Matters  : 
        Treasurer :
         Mike Robinson will replace Marcus, who has moved to near Ashford.
! Mike was thanked for attending the meeting.  It was suggested that Marcus should 
         remain as Treasurer until we reach the new Financial Year and so prepare the 
         accounts for the AGM and for auditing.  Brian will speak to Marcus.
         The mandate papers have been sent to the Bank.  When accepted, the !  



         signatories for cheques will be Susan, Brian and Marcus.  (At the moment they  
         are still Susan, Roger Lee and Trevor Coley).  After the new signatories are  
         established Mike will try to change from Marcus to himself online to test the 
         system.

         External Competition Secretary :
         Roy would like to stand down though he could stay on for the next year.  SW will 
         send out a message to members to advertise the post, after Roy has written 
         a brief description of his role.  (Done 16th March.)  
         The Vice-Chairman position was discussed, but will not be filled this year.   
         The Monotones Group and any other special interest group should be 
         represented on the committee, but this is not a problem at the moment, with most 
         of the committee also Monotones members.
         The Print Handler Role needs someone new - could a new member do it?

        Membership :
        We have lost 18 members and gained 13 new ones.
        This is an unusually large loss this year, but most have moved away.
        Some recent members have expressed an interest in returning to the Club when 
        they can.   It was decided that these should be sent an invitation to the    
        opening of the exhibition by Brian, to maintain friendly links.

4. The Exhibition : 
         Coordination : Brian will be the coordinator as for last yearʼs exhibition.
       
! Dates :  The exhibition is from 19th June to 3rd July 2017.  The set up day is 
        19th and the take down day is 3rd, with Thursday 22nd June the official opening.
         The second week co-incides with the Sevenoaks Festival, and the second week of 
         the exhibition from 24th June, has been advertised in their programme.  We can 
         use the Festival logo in advertising if we wish.
         The Art Club has the room for the second week of the Festival.
         The judge is Gerald Kitiyakara who will judge prints and PDIs and be present for 
         the opening.
         The final date for accepting submissions will be 24th April. 
         Robin will be away for the AGM but will arrange for the print box to be present 
         on that night as well to collect late entries.   He will be back on 15th May.
         Robin is also away for two weeks from 18th June, so will not be putting up the 
         exhibition, but will be able to help with framing and taking down.  He should be 
         able to take the pictures to the judge beforehand, and will do the print labels.
         Brian will send a message to members about the exhibition informing them of 
         the dates including the final date for submissions.!

        Charges for entry : these were not decided but it was agreed that the exhibition 
        should be self-financing.  Derek G did the leaflets for free last year, but this year 
        will need to charge the cost of printing, £85 - £90.  It was agreed that the £1.50 per 
        entry last year was reasonable, though we could make it up to a maximum of £10.  
        Mike agreed to get together a rough budget for this year before charges for 
        both prints and PDIs are decided.
        (Under way with e-mail sent out on 5th march).



        Selling prints :  The possibility of selling prints was brought up and 
        had a positive response from everyone, provided that it proved possible without 
        stewarding the exhibition all the time.  Derek G suggested that exhibitors could 
        charge £25 or more for an unframed print.  Having a list of prints up with a price 
        and a central contact e-mail for anyone who wished to buy was the suggested 
        method.  We could have a contact ---@sevenoakscameraclub.  Brian undertook 
        to find out whether the library had any objection, or would charge a percentage.
        (2nd March - Julie McFee from the library told Brian that the library was happy for 
        us to sell in this way so long as library staff were not involved.  No mention of a % 
        was made.  Brian was also told that from 1st April the Gallery will be run by 
        Sevenoaks Visual Arts Forum (Ros Barker and Sue Evans).  They are also 
        considering putting in a projector.)

        Content of exhibition : It was suggested that the exhibition should contain a 
        larger range of the Clubʼs work, such as panels.  Although panels themselves 
        would be difficult in the space available we could have the content of one or more 
        panels combined into one print each.
        Roy suggested that since the Monotones were making a lot of progress, one wall 
        should be allocated to their work.  Both suggestions were received positively, 
        though the number of uncertainties make any decision difficult at the moment.

        Advertising : Last year leaflets were put up round the town and villages.  This will 
        be repeated this year.  Derek G will prepare the leaflets but cannot distribute 
        them.  Lynda suggested that more help in distribution would be useful.  Mike 
        volunteered to do Riverhead, and it was suggested that Barbara Manuel might do 
        Brasted.  Lynda will take charge of finding volunteers.
        Mike pointed out that we could advertise the exhibition, and club meetings in the 
        Sevenoaks Advertiser.  Mike will e-mail the Advertiser and also The Oracle, to    
        insert (free) an advertisement for Club meetings.
        Derek M did a lot of the advertising of the exhibition last year and undertook to 
        resurrect the list of free papers in which we could advertise.  Derek would be 
        happy to hand over the publicity to someone else for this year.   He has a list of 
        everything that was done last year as a starting point for someone new.

        More generally it was pointed out that the Shoreham Heavy Horse Show is 
        excellent advertising for the Club if we generate the Lions Calendar.  We should 
        be better prepared to take advantage of it this year e.g. with photos, 
        more programmes and more club members attending.

5. Next Yearʼs Programme :
! Barbara sent the committee next yearʼs programme so far.
        We have had several events with a smallish entry this year, but we do not want to 
        abandon them as interest often goes up and down, like the number of submissions 
        for the panel competition in the past.  Because of this it was decided to combine 
        the AV competition with Show and Tell on 30th October next year.
        The disposable camera competition will be retained for one more year and 
        put into the Club Night on 19th February.  It will then be re-evaluated.  
        SW will buy ten disposable cameras from Tesco - at present on special offer - 
        and sell them in the Club to get people going.  (done 5th March - at £5.69 each)



        The programme had a possible speaker (on 30th April 2018) but it 
        was decided to cancel this .  Brian will let him know.
        Derek Medhurst would be pleased to run an ʻevening with Derekʼ, including his 
        stereo pictures.  Peter Humphrey was suggested as a possible speaker.
        There was no time for further discussion :  
        SW will confer with Barbara when she is back.

6.! AOB :
        Brian  is trying to contact St Julianʼs about a possible date for a dinner this year.     
        The 21st or 28th of April and 5th or 6th May were suggested as suitable dates.
        (8th Mar - Brian heard that all above dates are possible, so is trying to find a St 
         Julianʼs member to book.)

        Roy and Robin will get together in the next few weeks to discuss training 
        possibilities, as discussed in the last meeting.

        Derek M reported that the website has had a high number of hits, but there seems 
        to have been little or no impact of the Amateur Photographer article about the club 
        of 18th February.  Brian had found it difficult to get a copy in Sevenoaks.

        Roy reported that we came a disappointing 9th out of 11 clubs in the Malling 
        Battle of the Prints.  (Derek M pointed out later that the marks for all the clubs were 
        within the margin of judge variation so we shouldnʼt be too despondent.)

        Lynda finds that the system for getting subscriptions to her can lead to 
        confusion.  BACS payments can be difficult to allocate and statements do not 
        come in time, and cheques come in to different people.   Mike suggested that
        the bank account should be able to be viewed on-line.  Mike and Lynda will confer 
        on a better system.
        

The meeting closed at 10.15 pm and no further meeting was arranged.

Signed  :

Date  :


